ENGLISH

SECTION C
Essay

30 Minutes

Surname:________________________________________

First name:____________________________________

If possible, allow yourself a few minutes at the end for checking.
In this section you should choose ONE title and write accurately and imaginatively.

Either:

1. Continue the story of Portugee and Fortune as they escape from the snow and the wolves. You should try to describe one further exciting event as imaginatively as you can.

OR:

2. Describe a time (perhaps a first day in a new school or an awkward social event) when you felt very embarrassed or self-conscious. You can make your story moving or amusing, but make sure you describe people’s feelings.

OR:

3. ‘It was the wrong dog!’ Write a story in which these words appear. You should make sure your story is relevant to these words in some way.

OR:

4. Describe a journey to school after a heavy fall of snow.

Remember: You must only write on ONE of these titles.